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By Jen Bryant

Yearling Books, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Will Lyza s 1968 summer mystery lead to . . . pirate treasure? When Lyza helps her dad clean
out her late grandfather s house, a mysterious surprise brightens the sad task. In Gramps s dusty
attic, Lyza discovers three maps, carefully folded and stacked, bound by a single rubber band. On
top, an envelope says For Lyza ONLY. What could this possibly be? It takes the help of her two best
friends, Malcolm and Carolann, to figure out that the maps reveal three possible spots in their own
New Jersey town where Captain Kidd (the Captain Kidd, seventeenth-century pirate) may have
buried a treasure. Can three thirteen-year-olds actually conduct a secret treasure hunt? And what
will they find? In a tale inspired by a true story of buried treasure, Jen Bryant weaves an emotional
and suspenseful novel in poems, all set against the backdrop of the Vietnam War during a pivotal
year in U.S. history. From the Hardcover edition.
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ReviewsReviews

This type of publication is every little thing and got me to seeking in advance and much more. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this
created e publication. I am happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have study in my very own life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .

A whole new e book with a brand new perspective. Indeed, it is enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ebba  Hilll--  Ebba  Hilll
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